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Finding Relevant Sources 
 
Purpose:  The purpose of collecting source information for this annotated 
bibliography is to learn more about the topic you have written about in your 
analysis, which you will also explore further in the final project.  Scholars, 
teachers, and other invested individuals often write and publish work about 
children’s literature and important topics related to books for young people.  
You’ll find three such sources to read and analyze, sharing what you discover in 
a short written document. 
 
Academic Sources: We review discuss methods for library research in class, but 
I recommend utilizing one of two primary databases:  Project Muse and ERIC.  
These databases will give you access to the four main children’s literature 
journals:  Children’s Literature, Children’s Literature Association Quarterly, The Lion 
and the Unicorn, and Children’s Literature in Education.  While you may use sources 
from any academic journal, these are recommended.  Using scholarly books can 
also be very helpful, but remember, you may have to use interlibrary loan to 
order the book, so give yourself plenty of time.  
 
How to Search: When you search for sources, you might begin by searching the 
title or author of the book you are studying.  However, this only rarely yields 
results; instead, focus on the main topic, idea, or question you are exploring and 
search this concept with “children’s literature.”  For example, if you are 
following the “how does XXX function in YYY” try searching the XXX term or 
other key words you used in your analysis with “children’s literature”. 
 
Expert Sources:  Looking for sources written by experts can help you find the 
most credible, useful information on your topic.  However, sometimes experts 
write in online sources from the wider web are also frequently helpful in 
learning about your book and/or topic.   
 
If you find a source written by an expert on the web, include a brief description 
of why this person is considered an expert (if the source is from an academic 
journal or scholarly book, you don’t need this description).  You need TWO 
sources written by experts for your annotated bibliography. 
 
  



 
Sharing Your Research 
 
At the top of your assignment, please include your revised research question; 
use the question from your analysis assignment, but feel free to revise the 
wording if necessary/desired.  Your annotated bibliography should include 
THREE sources.  For each source, you should include the following: 
 

• MLA works cited page style citation  
• one quote from the source that is relevant to your overall study, including 

MLA in-text citation at the end (with page number) 
• brief description of why the author is an expert (if not from an academic 

article/book) for two of your three sources 
 
Then, in about 500-750 words, describe what you have learned about your topic 
from this research.  You do NOT need to use the quotes you selected in this 
section (although feel free to do so if it is helpful).  In this section, which can be 
in single-spaced paragraph form, include the following: 
 

• What do scholars, based on your three sources, seem to say or believe 
about the topic/concept?  What similar ideas did you find in the sources?  
How do writers demonstrate different perspectives on a key element? 

• How does this research change your ideas about the topic?   What would 
you change or add to your analysis based on this new 
information/perspectives? 
 

 

Due Dates and Grading 
 
This assignment is worth 100 points, and will assessed on the following criteria: 
 

• Following Directions/Clarity of Writing 
• Source and Quote Selection 
• Depth of Research/Understanding 
• Idea Development and Critical Thinking 

 
See expectations rubric for specific descriptions of these elements.  Annotated 
Bibliographies are due in paper-copy and single space is preferred. 
 
 


